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ABSTRACT. Let K be a number field, and let G be a finitely generated and torsion-free sub-
group of K×. We consider Kummer extensions of G of the form K(ζ2m ,

2n
√
G)/K(ζ2m),

where n 6 m. In the paper Reductions of algebraic integers (J. Number Theory, 2016) by
Debry and Perucca, the degrees of those extensions have been evaluated in terms of divisibility
parameters overK(ζ4). We prove how properties ofG overK explicitly determine the divisib-
ility parameters over K(ζ4). This result yields a clear computational advantage, since no field
extension is required.

Aim. Let K be a number field not containing ζ4, and let G be a finitely generated and (without
loss of generality) torsion-free subgroup of K×. The aim of this note is studying the degree of
Kummer extensions of G of the form

(1) K(ζ2m ,
2n
√
G)/K(ζ2m) where n 6 m.

In [1, Theorem 18 and Lemma 19] by Debry and Perucca, such Kummer degree has been
evaluated in terms of divisibility parameters for G over K(ζ4). We show in Theorems 1 and
2 that those divisibility parameters are completely determined by properties over K, so that
applying [1, Theorem 18 and Lemma 19] does not require any computation over K(ζ4).

Notation and definitions. Let K be a number field. We denote by ζ2n a root of unity of order
2n, and write K2n := K(ζ2n) for the corresponding cyclotomic extension. We write K2∞ for
the compositum of all extensions K2n with n > 1.

An element of K× is called strongly 2-indivisible if it is not a root of unity times a square in
K×. Finitely many distinct elements of K× are called strongly 2-independent if the product of
any non-empty subset of them is strongly 2-indivisible.

We consider a finitely generated and torsion-free subgroup G of K× and a basis g1, . . . , gr of
G. We can write

(2) gi = ζi · b2
di

i

for some strongly 2-indivisible elements b1, . . . , br of K×, for some non-negative integers di
and for some roots of unity ζi in K of order 2hi . We refer to bi as the strongly 2-indivisible
part of gi. We call g1, . . . , gr a 2-good basis of G if the bi’s are strongly 2-independent or,
equivalently, if the sum

∑
i di is maximal among the possible bases of G, see [1, Section 3.1].

In this case we call di and hi the d-parameters and the h-parameters for the 2-divisibility of G
in K, respectively. Recall from [1, Theorem 14] that a 2-good basis of G always exists.
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Two special elements. From now on we suppose that K is a number field with ζ4 /∈ K, and
such that

(3) K ∩Q2∞ = Q(ζ2s + ζ−12s )

holds for some s > 2. (Notice that otherwise the divisibility parameters do not change from K
to K4, because strongly 2-indivisible elements over K are strongly 2-indivisible also over K4

by [2, Lemma 12].) In this case the two elements

(4) ± f := ±(ζ2s + ζ−12s + 2)

are strongly 2-indivisible overK but not strongly 2-indivisible overK4. Indeed, by [2, Lemma
9] we know that K(

√
±f) is a quadratic extension of K because its intersection with Q2∞ is a

quadratic extension of K ∩Q2∞ . So ±f is not a square in K, and since ζ4 6∈ K we have that
±f is strongly 2-indivisible in K. By [2, Lemma 9] we know that K4 ∩ Q2∞ = Q2s because
this intersection is a quadratic extension of K ∩Q2∞ containing ζ4. Notice that we can write

(5) f = ζ−12s (1 + ζ2s)
2 ,

so ±f is not strongly 2-indivisible in K4. By [2, Lemma 12], up to squares in K×, only the
elements ±f are strongly 2-indivisible over K but not strongly 2-indivisible over K4.

Main results. We prove when and how the divisibility parameters change from K to K4:

Theorem 1. Let G be a finitely generated and torsion-free subgroup of K×. The following
conditions are equivalent (where f is as in (4)):

(1) the d-parameters for the 2-divisibility of G change from K to K4;
(2) the group G contains an element of the form ±(fa2)2d for some a ∈ K× and d > 0;
(3) there is a 2-good basis of G that contains an element of the form ±(fa2)2d for some

a ∈ K× and d > 0.

Theorem 2. Suppose that there is a 2-good basis {gi} of G over K such that

(6) g1 = ±(fa2)2
d1

for some a ∈ K× and some d1 > 0. Then {gi} is a 2-good basis of G over K4. The d-
parameters over K4 are those over K except for the parameter d1 which increases by 1. The
h-parameters are unchanged, except for the parameter h1, which over K4 becomes

h′1 =


h1 if d1 > s
0 if d1 = s− 1 and h1 = 1

1 if d1 = s− 1 and h1 = 0

s− d1 if d1 6 s− 2 .

Example 3. Let G be the subgroup of Q× given by 〈1350, 75〉. We are in the situation of
Theorem 2 with f = 2. Indeed, 1350/75 = 18 is 2 times a square, thus the divisibility
parameters of G change from Q to Q4. More precisely {18, 75} is a 2-good basis of G with
parameters given by d1 = d2 = h1 = h2 = 0 over Q and by d1 = 1, h1 = 2, d2 = h2 = 0
over Q4.
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We can apply Theorem 18 and Lemma 19 from [1] for m > 2 and m = 1, respectively. We
obtain: [

Q2m(
2n
√
G) : Q2m

]
=


4 if m = 1, 2 and n = 1

16 if m = n = 2

22n−1 if m > 3 .

The proof of Theorem 2.

Lemma 4. Let b1, . . . , br be strongly 2-independent elements of K×. Then they are strongly
2-independent over K4 if and only if no product of the form

∏
i∈J bi, for some subset J ⊆

{1, . . . , r}, is equal to ±fa2 for some a ∈ K×.

Proof. This is clear from the definition of strongly 2-independent because the only elements of
K× that are strongly 2-indivisible over K but not over K4 are of the form ±fa2. �

Proof of Theorem 2. Notice that there is no generator gi other than g1 whose strongly 2-indivisible
part bi is f times a square in K× (otherwise the bi’s would not be strongly 2-independent over
K). In particular, each bi for i > 1 is strongly 2-indivisible also over K4. Set B1 = (1+ ζ2s)a,
and set Bi = bi for i > 1. We claim that the Bi’s are strongly 2-independent over K4.

Since we can use the Bi’s as strongly 2-indivisible parts of the elements gi over K4, it follows
from this claim that the gi’s form a 2-good basis over K4. Only the d-parameter of g1 changes
(it increases by 1) from K to K4, and in view of (5) and (6) it is easy to check that its h-
parameter changes as given in the statement.

We are left to prove the claim. Suppose that the Bi’s are not strongly 2-independent over K4,
and consider a non-empty set J ⊆ {1, . . . , r} such that we can write

ζ · α2 =
∏
i∈J

Bi

where ζ is a root of unity in K4 and α ∈ K×4 . This is impossible if 1 /∈ J because b2, . . . , br
are strongly 2-independent also over K4 by Lemma 4. So by (5) we can write ζ ′ · α4 = f · b2
where ζ ′ is a root of unity in K4 and b ∈ K×. This gives a contradiction because f · b2 cannot
have a fourth root in K2∞ (see for instance [2, Proof of Lemma 12]).

�

The proof of Theorem 1.

Proposition 5. Let G be a finitely generated and torsion-free subgroup of K× of rank r. The
following conditions are equivalent (where f is as in (4)):

(1) the group G contains an element of the form ±(fa2)2d for some a ∈ K× and d > 0;
(2) there is a 2-good basis {gi} ofG and some subset J ⊆ {1, . . . , r} such that

∏
i∈J bi =

±fa2 for some a ∈ K×;
(3) for every 2-good basis {gi} of G there is some subset J ⊆ {1, . . . , r} such that∏

i∈J bi = ±fa2 for some a ∈ K×;
(4) the d-parameters for the 2-divisibility of G change from K to K4.
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Proof. The implication (3)⇒ (2) is obvious, and to prove (2)⇒ (1) it suffices to raise ±fa2
to the power 2d, where d is the maximum of the d-parameters of the gi with i ∈ J . Now we
prove (1)⇒ (3). Expressing the element in (1) in terms of the generators of a 2-good basis, we
can write

(fa2)2
d
= ±

∏
i

bzi·2
di

i

for some integers zi. Since the bi’s are strongly 2-independent, we have that 2d | 2dizi for all i.
Hence there are some integers yi ∈ {0, 1} such that

∏
i b

yi
i = ±fα2 for some α ∈ K× (recall

that ζ4 /∈ K).

The equivalence (3)⇔ (4) is clear by Lemma 4 because the bi’s are not strongly 2-independent
over K4 if and only if the sum of the d-parameters increases from K to K4. �

Proposition 6. Let G be a finitely generated and torsion-free subgroup of K×. Suppose that
G contains an element of the form ±(fa2)2d for some a ∈ K×, and for some d > 0. Then G
has a 2-good basis containing an element of the same form.

Proof. By Proposition 5 we know that there is a 2-good basis g1, . . . , gr of G such that the
strongly 2-indivisible parts bi satisfy

∏
i∈J bi = ±fa2 for some a ∈ K× and for some

nonempty subset J ⊆ {1, . . . , r}. Let dj be the largest divisibility parameter of the gi’s for
i ∈ J . Then we have

(fa2)2
dj

= ±gj ·
∏

i∈J,i6=j

g2
dj−di

i .

In particular, we may replace the generator gj by±(fa2)2
dj . The d-parameter of this generator

does not change, so the obtained basis is again a 2-good basis. �

Notice that the above proof is constructive in that it provides an explicit way of constructing a
2-good basis of G containing an element of the form ±(fa2)2d where f is as in (4), a ∈ K×,
and d > 0.

Proof of Theorem 1. The equivalence (1)⇔ (2) is proven in Proposition 5 and the equivalence
(2)⇔ (3) in Proposition 6. �
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